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Abigail B.
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Adriana C.
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Amorette R.
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Andy G.
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Dylan J.
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Faiza N.

I took this picture last year when I visited Banff with my family. We went to a garden in the
city of Banff called Cascade of Time Garden. There were flowers everywhere you looked.
Every now and then, you’d see a fountain. There were bees and butterflies and birds. It was
such a beautiful and calming place.

When I was sitting under one of the gazebos gazing at not only the flowers, but the
mountains above and the city below me, I had a realization: Mother Nature is truly above us
7

all. This earth, the animals, and the insects were here before us humans. We can be taken
away from earth just as fast as we were put on here.

Look at the bee at the centre of that image. It was likely collecting pollen from the flowers.
That same bee has no clue that we’re in the midst of a pandemic. My pet cat has no clue
either. The only species aware of the suffering from the pandemic are us humans.

That brings me to the realization I had a few days ago. What if this pandemic was planned
for us? Maybe its purpose is to help humans realize that our time on earth is limited. Maybe
it’s supposed to teach us to take better care of each other. Most importantly, I think it’s
supposed to teach us to take better care of our planet. We only have one planet anyway, so
why are we destroying it so ruthlessly?
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Isabella L.
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Isabella St. L.

This work is a memory of mine. When I still lived in British Columbia, I would watch the sun
set on the beach. It was unreal and absolutely breathtaking. I thought since we can’t travel
at the moment, you could see this from your own home. Also, I wanted to remind you that
you don’t have to travel to see something beautiful - all you need to do is look around.
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Jimin H.
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Jane H.

These are handcrafted boxes of treats. I hope to bring back good memories of childhood
days; sharing goodies with friends and classmates. “Come on; let’s take a stroll down
memory lane.” I hope you enjoy the short story below to go along with this image.
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A Sweet Journey
She was nervous. This wasn’t pre-test jitters, nor was it the usual butterflies in her stomach
before delivering a presentation. This was a volcano erupting from within her, threatening
to empty her insides without so much as a hint of mercy.

She felt her hand smoothing out her dress, an old habit of hers that she often performed
without noticing. Today was the day she would finally get to enjoy the confections that
could only be found at Étienne’s. This was her only chance.

Her father had won special tickets for entrance to a sweets tasting at this location, but
unfortunately, he had been called in for an emergency at work and was unable to attend.
She was incredibly grateful for this opportunity, and not wanting to waste another second,
she took the doorknob in her hand, twisted it, and stepped in.

Immediately, a sugary fragrance enveloped her. It was difficult to keep her feet firmly
planted on the ground. She felt as if she was being swept away into a land of sugar plums
and fairies, just as she had always dreamt. She quickly shook her head, being careful not to
be swept too far away from reality.

“Ah, hello, mademoiselle. How can we help you today?” A server dressed from head to toe in
proper wear spoke softly to her from behind a desk. He seemed to have a slight accent,
though for the life of her she couldn’t seem to place it.
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“H-hello, I’ve brought with me a ticket… for the, er, sweets tasting?” She slipped it out of her
pocket and held it out for him to inspect.

“Ah yes, but of course! I am glad you have decided to take a part in our one-time-only event!
Let me lead you to your table.” She followed his footsteps as she looked around herself in
awe. A massive window illuminated the room with sunlight streaming in. Everything seemed
aglow in a faint pink and cream hue. The entire experience was captivating in a way she had
never before seen.

At last, they reached a table in the center of the room. There sat a boy and a girl, who both
seemed to be about the same age as herself; around nine or ten years old. The boy sat off
to the right, with his dark hair sitting askew on his head, and his cerulean coat draped on
his chair. The girl beside him had reddened loose flowing hair, reaching nearly down to her
waist, and was sitting with her hands in her lap and her back straighter than a board.

“Who’re you?” demanded the boy. “I’ve already met this one, with the red locks. She tells me
her name is Minnie. And my name is Howard, but who’re you?”

Sitting down at the remaining seat, her blonde pigtails bouncing behind her, she told them,
“Amanda.” She looked around herself at her new companions. “Have you any idea why we
are all seated together?”
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“Not a clue. He put us here,” said Minnie, pointing rudely at the server from before.

“Hasn’t anyone ever told you it’s not nice to point?” Howard asked her. The two rustled with
each other a bit before calming down. These children had been the first things to catch
Amanda’s eye, unsurprisingly, but she could have kicked herself for not noticing the table
earlier.

It was a round table, covered by a simple white tablecloth. Atop this tablecloth was a spread
as far as the eye could see filled with more sweets, treats, and desserts than she could ever
imagine. There were cakes, tarts, crême brûlées, mousse, chocolate covered strawberries,
and many, many more. There was also a wide selection of candies, giving the collection
touches of colour and making it all the more inviting.

Before she could ask the others as to why they hadn’t started yet, the server came by and
set plates before them. Even in a room as alluring as this, the cutlery was able to catch her
attention. These plates were decorated with a delicate floral pattern, and their shape
resembled that of flower petals.

“Bon appétit! You may begin.”
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Her taste buds were exploding with flavour. Not once in her lifetime had she been as
content as she was in that very moment. She felt soothed and reassured. All of her senses
were satisfied, and she could tell that the others were feeling the same way. They were all
sharing this experience together, and she knew they would never forget it.

An hour passed by, and then quickly two. Although she felt she could have stayed there
forever if only they would let her, it was time to go. She said her goodbyes to Minnie and
Howard and was guided out of Étienne’s. The taste lingered still and she found tears were
flooding her eyes. They, however, weren’t tears of sadness, but tears of joy.

She would always remember the sweet journey she’d taken that day.
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Joyce S.

This piece was inspired by another piece called "Migration” that depicts flying whales that
are migrating as birds do in the sky. I thought that fish were very graceful creatures and
they could accurately represent the softness and the flow of the colors of the sky when the
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sun is setting. While we cannot escape quarantine on the backs of flying fish, we can
certainly dream of it.
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Laura W.

The painting I have created is my interpretation of fear. Fear is a feeling that can take over
your mind and corrupt and manipulate your responses to certain people, places, or things.
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The purple in this painting represents fear itself and how it can slowly overtake all the other
colours/feelings that are present on the canvas.

FEAR
Rain pours down onto the ground. The low howls of the wind send shivers down my spine.
Darkness covers the sky as lightning strikes from the clouds. Thunder roars seconds later
and another strike of lightning appears. My feet slap against the wet ground as I run with all
my might. I stumble into a puddle and feel the cool muddy water soak into my already wet
clothes. In the distance, I hear heavy footsteps coming closer and closer. I pick myself up
and start to run again. The trees viciously sway in the wind and the streets stay eerily silent.
I search for anywhere I could go, anyone that could help me. I find nothing, so I keep
running. My legs ache and my feet form blisters. My knees buckle, but I don't let myself fall
again. I keep running.

In the distance I notice a small abandoned shack. I look behind me frantically then look
straight ahead. Seeing the shack brought the little hope I needed and I ran faster than I had
ever ran before. Step after step, my bare feet finally bring me to the shack. My shaking
hands pull down the lock and the door opens letting out a small creak. I slam the door shut
behind me and search the dark shack for anything I can use to block the door. I notice an
old wooden chair in the corner and place it against the door to block the door from opening
again. I feel around the walls for a light switch or anything that could bring me light. I sigh
when I realize I won't be finding anything anytime soon. I sit on the chair and hear it squeak
20

under my weight. I rub my hands up and down my arms trying to warm up. I begin to shiver
as my cool wet clothes stick to me.

I’m tired. Tired of running, tired of the rain, tired of the storm surrounding me. Three loud
pounds against the door awakens me and I scream in fright. Did it find me? I look around
my surroundings and try to find something to protect myself. An old metal rod lays on the
floor and I almost trip over it. I pick it up and hold it above my head, ready to strike. The
door kicks open and a tall shadowy figure stands in the doorway. The wind loudly rushes
into the old shack. Rain streams in through the door making the cold wood floors slick with
water. The shadow like figure that I only know by the name of fear steps closer and closer.
It’s darkness spreading around the tiny shed like an infection. I aimlessly swing the metal
rod at the darkness, but I cannot stop it. I let out a loud scream as I feel the darkness
devour me.
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Leen A.
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Nandika R.

For this month, I decided to learn about dotting art on pottery. This specific type of art is
more prominent in Asia and Africa and is not only done on pottery, but also on clothes and
canvases. Dotting art takes a lot of time, patience, and practice and this was my first time
trying it out!
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Penny B.
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Samridhi G.

Something that has been keeping me sane during quarantine is taking the time to connect
with my surroundings in a way that I never gave myself time to do before. I wanted to reflect
that somehow in my art, so I decided to draw some flowers!
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Sanmeet C.

Quarantine can be stressful to some people and boring to others. One of the many ways to
pass time is to listen to your favourite music to feel relaxed or motivated to do some work
from home. Some people like old ways of listening to music and some new, a few of which
are displayed in this artwork!
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Sevinc Y.
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Caitlin M.

Hi, my name is Caitlin!

I love interacting with new people and I’m super excited to get to know you! I was hoping
we could learn a bit about each other. I’ll start by telling you a bit about myself!

I am 14 years old and going into grade 10. I am a part of the advanced placement
programs, Choose to Lead leadership class, the DECA business team (which stands for
Distributive Education Clubs of America), and my schools ski team. I’m really hoping to get
even more involved at my school as that is something I enjoy. I am a dedicated, organized,
and hardworking student who loves school and being an active member in my community. I
dance pre-competitively and I also volunteer at my dance school every week. I love spending
time with my family and friends, doing puzzles, playing games, and just talking. I love to
bake, do crafts, do tricks on my trampoline, and teach myself gymnastics. As I move
forward, I’m hoping to take more business courses to possibly become a business teacher!

I was hoping we could share some of our favourite things as that may help us to get to
know each other better. My favourite colour is yellow, my favourite animals are dogs and
tigers, my favourite movie is The Parent Trap, and my favourite food is hamburgers. My
favourite courses are leadership and business, my favourite summer activity is going to my
cottage, and my favourite number is 63. What are some of your favourite things?
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Anyways, how have you been doing through this strange time? It’s definitely been a little
strange and takes a bit of adjusting in order to get used to staying home a little bit more
often! I’ve been watching lots of TV and learning new gymnastics tricks and tricks on my
trampoline. I’ve also got to spend a lot more time with my family, which was great! What
have you been doing throughout these past couple of months to keep busy?

I thought that it would be fun if we both told a little story about something to help us get to
know each other even more! I thought I could write a bit about a turtle that I saw on my
property.

One morning, when I had just woken up, I walked downstairs to find my step mom and my
two sisters looking out the window. When I asked them what they were doing, they said that
my neighbours had texted them earlier in the morning saying that a turtle might’ve laid its
eggs in our garden! We were shocked, but we saw that there was an indent in the garden
from where the turtle must have been digging or sitting. The neighbours had said that they
called the city to do something about it just in case the turtle did lay its eggs. We probably
would’ve had a little fence around the area in our garden for the rest of the year. About an
hour later, we went outside to check out what had happened and saw the turtle in the
neighbours’ garden. It was so hard to tell because it just looked like a big rock! We also saw
some digging in the grass closer to the curb. The turtle finally made its way back to the
protected forest behind my backyard. We assumed there weren't any eggs in our garden but
we’re not 100% sure!
29

I hope you enjoyed reading about my story! I’m looking forward to hearing yours. I wish you
and your family the best during these crazy times!

Sincerely, Caitlin M.
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Erin S.

Hi, my name is Erin. I’ve been asked to write about something to bring joy. Somewhere that
brings me joy is my cottage. My cottage is full of happy family memories and some pretty
funny stories that I can laugh about now. I’m going to tell you a couple of those stories
now.

I was 9 years old, and my dad, uncle, and brother suggested a game of Roofball. Roofball is
pretty straightforward: you hit a beach ball off of the roof of a boathouse. As the youngest
and only girl of the group, I always tried really hard to be as good as the guys. When I saw
the beach ball heading my way, I walked backwards to get into position to hit it back. The
ball was going pretty far, so I kept walking, but, unfortunately, the dock didn’t keep going. I
had walked too far and slipped off the dock! It didn’t end there though, I hadn’t quite
walked enough to just fall into the water. I slipped, scraping my legs and stomach on the
side of the dock. It was painful, and I wish I could say it was the only time I had done
something careless at my cottage, but I can’t!

The next time was last summer. I had been knitting that morning and I was practicing a
pattern with some old yarn that I was then going to try with good yarn. My mom told me
lunch was ready, so I put my knitting down on a chair. I carefully placed my needles through
the ball of yarn, tips up, thinking that it would keep the yarn from unravelling. We ate and
then I went to brush my teeth. We only have one bathroom in our cottage so I took my
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toothbrush to the living room to make room for someone else at the sink. I was reading
while I brushed my teeth and went to sit down. But, as I sat down, I felt a pain in the back of
my thigh. I’m sure you can tell where this is going, yes, I had sat down on my knitting
needle! Because I had stuck the needles in the yarn, the needle was in the perfect position
to go into my leg as I sat down. When I realized I had a knitting needle in my leg, I tried to
stand up in case it would just fall out. It didn’t. I was obviously pretty freaked out by this
time, and my parents came over to see what was wrong. My dad was going to pull it out, but
I’m trained in first aid. I knew that you can’t just pull something out of your body without
knowing what it’s hitting. I convinced my parents to call 911. When the EMTs arrived, they
were pretty surprised. They couldn’t pull the needle out, so they had to figure out how I
could be transported. First, they thought of clipping the needle so it couldn’t move around.
They tried it on the other needle with no luck. That meant they had to get creative. They
didn’t have a big enough bandage, so they tied a bedsheet around the needle and taped it
with medical tape. We then drove 45 minutes to the hospital with me lying on my stomach.
When we got to the hospital, you can imagine the reactions. I had a pink knitting needle and
purple yarn stuck in my leg, and it was all wrapped in a baby blue bed sheet. Waiting in the
emergency room we got a lot of double takes. I have to assume they were wondering how a
knitting needle managed to get stuck in the back of my thigh. To make a long story short,
there has been no lasting damage other than the destruction of my knitting and needle, and
the ripping of my favourite capris.
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I hope this letter brought you a little laughter and joy at my hilarious misfortune. Please feel
free to respond with a story of your own or anything else you’d like to share.

Best wishes, Erin S.
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Emma K.
The Bigger Person
Samantha woke up to the sound of a rock hitting her window. She opened her eyes, startled,
and glanced at her pink, childish, alarm clock: 1:00 am. Why was someone throwing rocks
at her window at 1:00 in the morning? Samantha sat up in her bed and opened her window
to the left of her. Beneath her bedroom window, Haley was glancing up at her. Haley had
been Samantha’s best friend since they first started high school. They were inseparable, like
two peas in a pod. Samantha stuck her head further out the window; her long, blonde hair
gleaming in the moonlight.

“What the heck are you doing?” whispered Samantha, “do you know what time it is?”

“Climb down, I brought a ladder,” Haley gestured to a silver ladder which she had placed
beneath Sam’s window. Haley was dressed in black leggings and a black hoodie. Her long,
curly blonde hair was brushed back into a messy bun.

“Are you out of your mind?” Samantha pestered, “if my mom ever noticed I snuck out,
she’d…”

“She won’t find out!” Haley interrupted, “you’ll be back before she even wakes up.”

Sam sighed, jokingly rolling her eyes. She quickly hopped into a pair of skinny jeans and
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a sweatshirt from her closet and swung her legs over the windowsill. She clambered down
the
ladder, making sure to leave her window open a crack.

“Where are we going anyway?” she questioned.

“You’ll see,” Haley smiled at her.

Sam hopped into the passenger seat of Haley’s red Toyota Corolla. Haley didn’t have her
own car, but her parents usually let her use theirs when they weren’t. Haley drove Sam and
her sister to school every day. Olivia, Sam’s younger sister, was in grade 7. Last year, when
she still went to elementary school, she’d walk to school. Now that she was in middle
school, she was completely able to take the school bus, but refused to because her ex-best
friend, Emily, took the same bus. So, Sam’s mother decided that Sam and Haley had to drop
Olivia off every morning on her way to school. Sam and Haley didn’t mind, even if Olivia
sometimes made them late. They were in grade 12, after all, and they didn’t mind missing
class every now and then.

“Can I open my eyes now?” Sam asked.

“Five more minutes, we’re almost there.”
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Five minutes later, Haley told Sam to open her eyes. She opened the door of the driver’s
side, and Sam saw a small, red-brick house. Sam recognized the house right away.

“Ruby Edgar’s house? What’s this about, Hay?” Sam inquired.

Ruby Edgar was Haley’s ex-best friend. They went to grade school together and were
inseparable until freshman year when Ruby completely ditched Haley for another group of
friends. Haley tried to fit in with the others, but was always an outsider to their group. When
Ruby and the other girls started hanging out without her, not inviting her to parties on
purpose, and walking away when they saw her, Haley eventually just stopped trying. After
that, her and
Sam started talking in French class and they became really close. Haley hadn’t even spoken
to
Ruby ever since grade 9, as far as Sam knew, so she had no idea what they were doing
sitting outside of her house.

“Giving that little snake what she deserves,” Haley rolled her eyes, “I saw her copy off of
my Math test yesterday.”

That was what this was about? A math test?

“Why didn’t you just tell her off?” Sam asked.
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“I did. It’s happened more than once - I’ve warned her before. Besides, after everything
that she’s done to me, she deserves what she’s gonna get,” Haley exclaimed.

“What are we gonna do?” Sam inquired, nervously.

Without answering, Haley reached into the backseat of her car, pulling out a sparkling
silver can with a red lid labeled Liquitex Permanent Spray Paint.

“Haley, what are you doing with that?” Sam whispered.

“Spray paint her window, duh.”

The girls walked around the side of the house, Haley leading the way, to a small window.
Ruby’s curtains were blocking the view of her room, meaning Haley and Sam weren’t visible
from inside.

“This is your idea of a prank? You’re going to cover her window with red spray paint?”

“Better,” Haley replied, “we’re going to label the window with what she is. A big, fat liar.”
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Samantha’s stomach flipped. She was okay with having a little fun every now and then, but
what Haley wanted to do - that was vandalism. Haley shook the can and opened the lid.
Before she could do anything, Sam scolded her.

“Wait,” she whispered, “do you really want to do this?” Haley paused, looking over at her
best friend.

“I know Ruby’s been awful to you, but being awful back isn’t going to help the case. Getting
back at Ruby will only make things worse. By doing this, we’re being just as horrible of
people as Ruby is,” Sam explained. Haley dropped her arm from the window.

“But she deserves this. She’s done way worse to me,” she protested.

“I know. But revenge isn’t always the answer. Sometimes, you have to be the bigger person,
Hay. Besides, if anyone finds out, we could both get into huge trouble. This isn’t just a silly
prank, it’s a felony.”

For a minute, they just stood in silence. Finally, Haley sighed, linked Samantha’s arm, and
the two best friends walked back to the car.
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Jaiden V.
Sailing in Greece
Our parents wince back from the edge of the boat as the herd of kids hurtles towards the
water. My family is sailing off the coast of Greece with our best friends. By now, our parents
are far enough away from us that the waves of water that we send flying through the air
can’t touch them. After a long day of sailing, and a lot of begging, the dads have finally
anchored to let us swim.

My best friend, Jake, and I test how far down we can dive before running out of air. The
water is so clear that it looks like we are always just inches away from touching the bottom,
even though it’s actually almost forty feet deep. Nearby, my little sister Sienna and her
friend Abby swim circles in their life jackets.

As the wind picks up, I start to play in the increasingly strong waves, entertained by the way
they curl over my head. With sly glances at the parents sitting on the deck, we all begin to
make our way farther from the boat, heading towards a patch of water with the best waves.
Suddenly, a shout cuts through the air.

“Get on the boat, NOW!” yells my mom.

I look around, confused by the urgency in her voice. My mom stands by the ladder, yelling
and gesturing at us to hurry. I paddle towards the boat as fast as I can, but, like the rest of
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the kids, my arms and legs are already tired from swimming. When we finally get to the
ladder, we are pulled up by life jackets and arms before being pushed into chairs, far out of
the way.

Now that we are no longer swimming, I am able to look around. My dad is kneeling by the
back of the boat, frantically trying to start the engine. My eyes are drawn to the abrupt
movement of our mothers as they throw bumpers over the side of the boat, haphazardly
tying them anywhere they can.

I gradually become aware of screaming coming from nearby. Suddenly, I notice the other
boat that is anchored less than ten feet away. Unfortunately for both of us, our anchor
didn’t catch and the current has been slowly pushing our boat into them the entire time.

To add to the general chaos, they are yelling at us entirely in Greek, which none of us speak
even on the best day, and certainly not while being screamed at by an angry captain.

One final detail to complete our embarrassment is their attire in comparison to ours.
Everyone on our boat is dressed in a combination of swim suits and wrinkled hoodies; we
haven’t been able to do laundry or shower in a few days, so overall we look like a group of
incompetent, frumpy tourists. In comparison, the other boat is a fifty-foot yacht with
multiple couples dining on the deck, complete with candles, evening dresses, and a full wait
staff.
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After a painfully long minute, in which we float closer and closer to the increasingly angry
diners, the engine finally roars to life. With a lot of apologies, yelled in hurried English and
some very pathetic Greek, we head as far away from them as we can get.
Next time we anchored, we made sure to do a really good job.
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Megan S.
Finding Home
As the crisp leaves fall off the trees, my family continues to pack up the vehicle for an eight
hour drive north. I have mixed feelings about travelling. The car makes me sick if I don’t
focus on something other than the scenery.

The brisk breeze of the afternoon late October wind sends chills down my back, arms, and
down my legs. My mother pulls me in for one last bear hug before the drive. She’s famous
for them in our house. It’s the feeling that you are safe, that nothing could go wrong. As a
16 year old boy, I get embarrassed that my Mom shows me affection in front of my friends.
However, when I get home from school, I instantaneously become a mama’s boy. She makes
me feel special.

When I hop into the back of the well-loved silver minivan, unsurprisingly, I knock my head
on the handle bar inside. It happens at least once a day if I’m lucky. I shut the door and
buckle my seatbelt.

“Okay, let’s do this,” I say to myself.

Rose, my 13-year-old sister, responds, “Jake, why do keep talking to yourself? No one cares.”
For a girl who’s still only in grade 7, she’s definitely a bit judgmental.
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My mom comes running out the front door, locking it behind her. Our recently adopted
puppy, named Layla, follows her. Layla is a mix of German Shepherd and Golden Retriever. I
have to say that she adores shoes. I just bought a brand new pair of Nike Air Force 1’s and
she made them her new chew toy within 36 hours. Mom decides to put Layla in the backseat
with my sister and I. Layla obviously chooses to sit on my lap. Rose gives me a look and I
just smirk back at her.

My Dad, who will be driving, turns around in his seat and makes Rose and I agree not to
fight when all four of us are in the car. We pinky promise. The drive felt like forever.

Within 2 hours, Layla is already itching to go to the washroom. Reluctantly, my Dad pulls
aside on a back road to let all of us stretch our legs and take Layla out on her leash to let
her do her business. She couldn’t seem to find a spot to her liking and ends up taking our
entire family towards an opening in a field where a local circus is being held. There are
people in clown costumes, a miniature petting zoo, and even a fortune teller!

Luckily, I remembered to bring some money along with me on the trip, but as I’m running
back to the car to grab it, a light catches my eye. I’ve always been the adventurous type, so
as I’m wandering through a wooded patch to look for where it was coming from, I end up
finding myself in front of a ghostly looking creature. They reach out for my hand. As I grab
a hold, the warmth the spirit gives off is incredible, giving me the feeling of home.
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A few months before this, my family moved from Atlanta, Georgia to Anahim Lake, British
Columbia. Our new town only has 1500 people and most of them are people who come here
to retire. The few kids here only care about themselves, so Rose and I have gotten much
closer. Atlanta had the best people. They cared about everyone and they made the city feel
like home. That weird spirit somehow made me feel like I was there. It made me feel safe. I
realized that a house is just a place you live and a home is what you make it. I finally feel
home. I am home.
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Morgan G.
Care Packages for Quarantine
Today
“Alright, I got bath bombs, cookies, cards, and to top it off, four carefully crafted paper
hibiscuses!” I clap my hands together, satisfied with my work. Gazing around, I notice the
mess. My bedroom looks like a tornado of craft supplies have hit it! I have to step over
ribbons, paper, and glue to get over to my desk where four bath bombs sit. I made them a
few days ago, making each one unique for each of my friends. My mom said they might be
poisonous for our dog Milo, so I kept the contents of the care packages on my desk, not
wanting him to gobble up all of the cookies I also just made yesterday.

Over the next hour, I finish putting together four care packages, one for each of my friends.
I used regular shoeboxes that I decorated with nice craft paper and ribbon. Each one holds a
customized bath bomb, set of cookies, coloured paper hibiscus, and a card. I made each
item unique to match each of their different personalities.

Ella, Megan, Samantha, and Kylie know me as Bethany, the artsy one of the group, so I
doubt they’ll be too surprised when a small box appears on each of their porches tomorrow!
I didn’t tell anyone of them about my plan, so I could keep it as a surprise.

Ella is the sporty one, so I add a gift card for her favourite sports store. Megan loves animals
and nature, so for her, I add a pack of seeds that I bought but never ended up planting. For
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Sam, I add one of my broken pens, and for Kylie, a mini-poster that I printed from the
internet. Sam wants to be an engineer, and she loves it when we give her little things, like
pens, to fix or to take apart and put back together again. Kylie loves to sing, so I printed
and rolled up a poster of her favourite singer. It’s almost dinner time, so I’ll deliver the
packages tomorrow.

Two Days Later
It rained yesterday, the day I was supposed to drop off the care packages. Today is sunny
with a few clouds so I pull on my helmet and hop on my bike. The wagon I had attached a
few days ago follows along, pulled by the rope I tied to the bar underneath my bike seat.
Sam lives just down the street from me, so I drop off hers first. When I ring her doorbell, I
quickly run back down to my bike on the sidewalk. I hear the door open from my hiding
spot behind her parent’s cars. I can’t see her face from here, but I hear her gasp with
excitement. Kylie and Megan live a block away from each other, so I drop off theirs next.
After stopping by Ella’s house, I head home.

Later that night, they all thank me during one of your weekly Zoom calls. Ever since
quarantine started, we’ve used Zoom to talk to each other once a week. We can’t meet in
person so we’re all very thankful for the internet. The four happy and smiling faces that I
saw definitely made the time I took to make each of the care packages worth it!
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Noah C.
After the Storm
I’m used to silence being a tangible thing. A curtain draped around my head providing me
with the illusion of solitude which can be drawn back to reveal the rushing of cars, the
rumble of a furnace, or the discordant hollers of people as they hurry along busy streets.
Hearing is like sight, after all - you only notice what you pay attention to. It is easy to omit
the chaotic yet repetitive buzzing and whirring of society, or, at least, it was. Here, the
silence is absolute, immovable. A vast ocean of unprecedented depth, in which my mind’s
anchor lies dangling in the deeps, unable to find a single sound to snag on.

The island is not an unpleasant place; small enough to circumvent in less than an hour, its
coast lined with smooth pearly white beaches surrounding the rollicking dunes, rising and
falling from the land like so many waves in an ocean of molten gold. The sand is punctuated
infrequently with tall palm trees and plump brambles. Perhaps they could provide shade
during the day, or shelter in the event of a storm. Right now, the skies are still and clear,
shrouded in a pale veneer of twilight. Of the tempest that took my ship apart and left me
stranded, not a cloud remains.

The day had been a beautiful one. A vibrant, welcoming sun strolled lazily across the
cloudless sky and the crew were cheerful as they toiled amid the pleasant breeze and the
distant calls of seabirds. The storm had come out of nowhere. It might have risen out of the
ocean in front of us for all the warning it gave. It all seems a blur in hindsight. The
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shouting, the panic, the roaring thunder and flashing lightning, the crack of the foremast
snapping followed by the crash as it slammed onto the flooded deck. I can’t remember how
I came to be in the ocean. My only recollection is of a sharp pain in my head, a stumble, the
realization that the deck beneath my feet had vanished, the sensation of falling, and
darkness. I don’t know how long I must have drifted across the open sea - perhaps a few
minutes, or hours, or days. Who knows how long it is possible to survive unconscious in the
ocean? My next memory was waking sprawled on pale sands, the red glow of a distant sun
vanishing over the horizon as I stood and beheld the twilit island.

Walking along the coast, I assess my situation. I never actually saw my ship sink. Perhaps it
had survived the storm, avoided being swallowed by the gaping maw of the ocean. Would
the crew search for me? Doubtful, even failing to locate my body, they would assume I had
drowned. My only course of action is to survive here for as long as possible and hope that a
passing ship will find me. There is no visible evidence of fauna on or around the island, but
some of the palm trees at the island’s interior boast collections of coconuts. I consider
eating one immediately, but am surprised to discover my lack of hunger. Well, abstaining
now leaves more for tomorrow and the inevitable days to come. Approaching the shoreline,
I marvel at the mirror smooth water. The water would be salty, of course, and thus useless
for drinking. Besides, it would be a shame to disturb the unprecedented calm of the sea, so
beautiful and eerie.
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As the sky darkens, a great fatigue envelops me. The finer details of my plan of survival can
surely be tabled until tomorrow. Sighing inwardly, I descend to my hands and knees and
proceed to lie down on my back amid the soft white sand. The last vestiges of twilight fade
from the night sky, revealing a more ornate celestial sphere than ever I have witnessed.
Odd, since I have spent many a night at sea and am familiar with the methods of navigation.
Yet, somehow, this sky seems at once more real and fantastical than any other. The stars
twinkle and dance before my widened eyes, and the great firmament seems to expand
above me, the lights brightening even as the void between them deepens. Why is this?
Why… But of course! The sky is not growing larger; it is growing closer! Indeed, if I just
extend my hand upward, I might pluck that shimmering star from its heavenly seat. I raise
my leaden arm, reaching, grasping at naught but air. I almost manage it before sleep
overtakes me, and the world is darkness once more.
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Somesha P.
The Choice That Was Made for Me
It was her - standing there looking at me with big eyes filled with the look of heartbreak.
How do I muster the courage to tell her that it wasn’t my fault that it had to be this way? If I
had a choice, I would’ve left everything for her in a heartbeat but I couldn’t do that because
the choice wasn’t mine to make.

It all started a year ago when I left London to study at Columbia in New York. I knew that I
could’ve gone to any university in England due to my family’s name but I wanted to become
someone without using their name. My mother was appalled with the place of study I chose,
to say the least. She’s always said that American culture was one of the worst in the world.
Then there was my father who could care less about where I chose to study once my major
was law. I guess that was the result of owning a large and influential law firm that was well
known. As the eldest, I would one day have to take over the family business. I wasn’t
interested in law. Instead, I was more of an economics guy, but who cares. No son of
Michael Robertson was ever going to rebel against him, much less the eldest.

Gloomy, grey and pregnant were the three words that I would use to describe the
atmosphere felt when I was about to board our private jet to New York. At least that’s how
mother ensured that it would feel. I was excited to begin this new chapter of my life as a
new person, but I was apprehensive. During that seven-hour flight, I read, thought, and did
some more reading as there really wasn’t much to do. I was sure that I had jet lag as soon
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as I departed from the jet. All I wanted was to dive right into bed and then think about
informing the Dean later of my arrival, but I knew that if I wanted to be successful, I would
have to think about resting later on. I hurriedly placed my bags in the dorm I was assigned
to, again much to my mother’s protest, and went to the office where the Dean greeted me
and told me how honoured he was to have me at this fine establishment. Of course, I
couldn’t focus on his words since the only thing on my mind at that moment was sleep. He
dismissed me after a good while and I quickly rushed back to my dorm and dropped into a
dreamless sleep.

The next morning, I awoke to my new roommate setting up his furniture and making quite a
ruckus. I decided to form a conversation with him since I knew he would be residing with
me for the next four years.

“Hey there mate, I’m Richard Robertson, your roommate I guess,” I said to him.

“Dean O’Malley’s the name.” he replied, “and nice to meet ya, Richie. I would like it if we
could have a long talk but at this moment, I’m really busy, so please excuse me.”

At least the roommate is friendly, I thought to myself. After a few weeks passed and we
were settled in, I began to feel at home. Although I made occasional calls home, they always
went along the lines of my father saying “Boy you better be focusing on that law” and my
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mother saying, “Couldn’t you have studied right in London before travelling halfway across
the world?” I was tired of having those conversations.

After a hard day of school, I decided to go to the nearby coffee shop where the students
would frequent. As I sat there, sipping on the best French vanilla I’ve ever tasted, I heard the
shop’s doorbell jingle. Now, I wasn’t the one to look up every time something like that
happened, but I decided to anyway and that was when I saw her. Amanda Holstein, one of
the top-performing students of Columbia. I’ve already made small talk with her during
projects, but around her, I become so shy that my loss of words becomes prominent.
Today’s the day I officially ask her out. As Amanda approached the table, I became nervous.
Suppose she rejects me, I thought to myself once again. She sat down and we made small
talk until I finally decided to ask her out to which she agreed, just my luck.
--Two years later, Amanda and I were doing great, but everything went downhill when my
mother called me and told me that my father was ill. I knew that this had to be more than
the common flu since my mother would never call me to inform me about such a thing. The
next day, I flew to London. I had to make a decision. Father didn’t have much longer to live.
Since I was the heir to the business, I had to move to London to take over everything and be
there for my family. I had to choose. It was either Amanda or my father.
At that moment, I knew what I had to do. After taking care of all the paperwork required, I
flew back to the city which I had called my home for the last two and a half years. This
wasn’t going to be easy. I went to the Dean’s office and submitted my transfer papers. Then
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I rang Amanda up and asked her to meet me at the nearby park. She gave me no answer,
however, I was hopeful that she would’ve come. I waited and waited. I stood up, about to
leave, when I saw someone. It was her, standing there looking at me with big eyes filled with
the look of heartbreak. How do I muster the courage to tell her that it wasn’t my fault that it
had to be this way? If I had a choice, I would’ve left everything for her in a heartbeat. I
couldn’t do that because the choice wasn’t mine to make. I knew that she had somehow
found out about me leaving, but it wasn’t supposed to be like this. I tried explaining it to
her, but she didn’t want to listen. I guess the choice was made for me.
The next morning, I hopped onto the jet, flying away from the place that still held my heart.
My mind was set and the choice was made but I will forever remember the New Yorker that
stole my heart. I guess Dolly Parton was right when she said, “The way I see it, if you want
the rainbow, you gotta put up with the rain.”
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Sophia A.
Cottage Adventures
I have a particular love for being by the water. I love the calming sound of the waves, the
soft warm sand between my feet, and the way that the blue sky blends into the water on the
horizon, as if the water went on forever. I am going to tell you about my experiences on the
beach and particularly about the vacation I spent at a cottage up in Port Elgin just a couple
of weekends ago.

As my family arrived at the cottage on Saturday, I was already so excited to go to the beach.
As soon as we unpacked, I ran outside to the water. I carefully stepped onto the sand and
inched forward to reach the water. The tide was very high, so there was only a small bar of
sand to relax on. I carefully dipped my toes into the cool lake. The water was smooth and
refreshing, especially after a long drive. I slowly stepped in further, looking out for big rocks
and sticks. When I got knee deep, my brothers ran into the water behind me and start
splashing. I splashed them back, feeling so carefree, all my stressful thoughts escaped me.
After a couple of minutes of splashing, we headed back to the cottage for some burgers and
salad.

At around 8:30PM, my family and I headed out for a sunset swim. I had seen the beautiful
sunset on Santorini in Greece, but the sunset on Lake Huron is almost just as beautiful. The
sky was clear, not a single cloud in sight. The sky turned a beautiful pink and orange and
the sun lowered across the horizon. It's not even worth taking pictures because they don’t
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capture the beauty as well as watching it with your own eyes. With my toes in the cool
water, I watched as the sun slowly disappeared. One thing is for sure now that the sun is
down - it means campfire and s’mores time!

After the campfire, I settled into bed, hoping for good weather the next morning. When I
woke up, the clouds were a little grey so I headed straight to the beach so I could enjoy it
before the storm came. I was a little bummed that we had a storm coming, but I always like
to stay positive! The water was a little wavy that day. This time, I grabbed my brother’s hand
and we ran into the water as fast as we could. The water was a bit of a shock, but we got in
quickly so our bodies got used to the cooler water. We had a little splashing fight. Playing in
the water allowed me to let go of all my stressful thoughts. All of a sudden, it started
raining down on us. For a minut, playing in the rain was a blast, until it started to thunder.
We ran back to the cottage to take cover and dry off. Although the storm lasted for the rest
of the day, we were still positive and had fun with card games and delicious food. At the
end of the day, we had to drive home. Although I was only by the water on my 24-hour
cottage vacation, it was enough for me to clear my mind and enjoy the natural beauty of
Canada’s Great Lakes.
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Tulja G.
The Importance of Practicing Self-Confidence
It is not naive to say that self-confidence is the most important trait in an individual’s
personality. Having self-confidence means to feel certain that you can attain whatever you
set your mind to. So why is it important to acquire this imperative trait and practice it? As
J.M Barrie once said, “The moment you doubt whether you can fly, you cease forever to be
able to do it.”

Having confidence and believing in yourself opens endless and countless avenues of
possibilities because you will not be afraid to fail. Should you fall, your self-confidence will
ensure that you get back on your feet in no time. What we perceive as impossible starts to
seem reachable. Failure is inevitable, therefore having self-confidence allows us to endure
setbacks, and look at failure as a challenge to overcome, rather than a permanent
roadblock. When you are not apprehensive about failure and dissipate thoughts about selfdoubt, you begin to trust yourself to step outside of your self-established comfort zone.
This allows you to seek opportunities that are conducive to achieving your dreams.
Although taking risks is vital for growth and learning, it is only possible when you pop your
comfort bubble and define your own boundaries, rather than letting your fears hold you
back from trying things. We can see that chain of positive growth here. Developing and
practicing self-confidence leads to loss of apprehension regarding failure. This enables
taking risks, which opens up endless paths of opportunities. As we can see, developing
confidence in ourselves is the foundation of the chain of success. Every other step we take
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towards attaining our ambitions is subsequent to believing in ourselves, otherwise known as
self-confidence.
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